
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Seniors Congress Date: 04.11.16 Venue: Wokefield Park
TD's: Gordon Rainsford, Richard Banbury, Stuart Davies, Barrie Partridge, John Pyner, 

Maggs Pyner

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 42 Yes 15 No 4

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 36 Probably 17 Unlikely 7 Not 2

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
44 Venue 14
45 Playing conditions 7
34 Schedule 10
43 Competition format 5
48 Directors/Organisation 3
23 Catering/refreshments 28
36 Pre-congress service 3

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 8 Earlier finish 8 Longer intervals 5

Later start 6 Later finish 1 Shorter intervals 10

Total Returns 63
Number of attendees 287

Comments
Thought the dinner was great x6
Breakfast could have been warmer, cold plates, and tea and coffee should be hot x6
A good venue x4
Simple sandwich preferred rather than expensive packed lunch with unwanted
bottle of water x4
Very cold x3
Comfortable bedrooms x3
A lack of lifts and too many stairs for some Seniors x2
Limited and unimaginative choice of sandwiches x2
Best EBU venue have been to x2
Refreshments and accommodation both expensive x2
Second break during Saturday Swiss not needed, just have one longer one x2
Liked having hot drinks always available x1
Prefer as much bridge as possible at any out of the way venue - no free evenings x1
It was a rush to get through dinner in the time allowed x1
Room not ready for 2.00 check-in as promised x1
An excellent venue x1
The lighting upstairs was not very good x1



A good PA system could hear everything said x1
Bring back prizes x1
The upper room was quite stuffy by the end of the session x1
Do not like the qualifying format for this event x1
Suggest offering a prize of free entry next year to the winners of the pairs and teams x1
Only one person serving in bar, had to wait 15 minutes to get served x1
With such a large venue with more than one building some signposting would be good x1
Dinner should be earlier on Friday night x1
Given a double room instead of twin - hotel did not seem interested in resolving issue x1
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